June 8, 2021

Most of us are wary of Christians proselytizing, and rightfully so. They not only shove Jesus in your face but down your throat too. Even when you say, “I believe in Jesus” (as I have done to hardcore Jehovah’s Witness that even fellow Christians dread) they are not satisfied.

How can a Hindu, Sikh or non-Christian for the matter believe in Jesus unless they attend their church and share the Eucharist meal of his body and blood?

“The Catholic Church states that the Eucharist is the body and blood of Christ under the species of bread and wine, it maintains that during the consecration, the substances of the bread and wine actually become the body, blood, soul and divinity of Christ (transubstantiation) while the appearances or "species" of the elements remain (e.g. colour, taste, feel, and smell)." Wikipedia

And you cannot argue with them that Earth is anything more than 6000 years old, Native Americans, Innuits, Incas, the Pharaohs and pyramids included.

And you definitely cannot question the suspected mental health of their Father, the psychopath who only cared for those who were descendants of Adam and Eve .......... or was it Noah’s Ark? I stick with the latter since the Christian Father threatens that unless obeyed to the letter, He will fu*k you up:

"Now the earth was corrupt in God’s sight, and the earth was filled with violence. And God saw the earth, and behold, it was corrupt, for all flesh had corrupted their way on the earth. And God said to Noah, “I have determined to make an end of all flesh, for the earth is filled with violence through them. Behold, I will destroy them with the earth.” (Genesis 6: 11-13)

Yes, folks, that is the Father God-Almighty who was hell-bent on exterminating all descendants of Adam and Eve. (The maths does not make sense here, but born-again Christians need not trouble themselves. All they need is faith, even if it is absurd as the flat Earth that made popes sh*t in their purple robes. You will too in those days if your ship ventured too near the edge of the Atlantic Ocean waterfalls.)

But why did Jesus openly insult the Father of the Bible? Why did He pointedly not include that guy when He declared?

“I tell you, every sin and blasphemy will be forgiven men, but the blasphemy against the Spirit will not be forgiven. Anyone who speaks a word against the Son of Man will be forgiven, but anyone who speaks against the Holy Spirit will not be forgiven, either in this age or in the age to come.” Matthew 12:31-32 [emphasis ours 2021-06-08]

“Truly, I say to you, all sins will be forgiven the children of man, and whatever blasphemies they utter, but whoever blasphemes against the Holy Spirit never has forgiveness, but is guilty of an eternal sin.” Mark 3:28-29

Jesus clearly disassociated from the Father of the Bible 2000 years ago, and gave a camouflaged clue of THE MOTHER, the Holy Spirit, in the Age to Come. That Age began with the Advent of the Paraclete Shri Mataji, the Holy Spirit, fifty years and counting.

I have stated the same with garam masala, hot curry powder and spicy peppers:
“Why do you not understand what I am saying? It is because you are unable to accept My message. You belong to your Father, the Devil, and you want to carry out your Father’s desires. He was a murderer from the beginning, not holding to the truth, for there is no truth in him. When he lies, he speaks his native language [of glossolalia], for he is a liar and the father of lies.” The Pentecost Father knows those of ADAM’S RIB who have ears that hear will become the K’ULTHANLINI EVE in the Age that has Come! (January 3, 2021)

You can cuss the Father of the forefathers and still enter the Kingdom of the Holy Spirit. The Savior grants immunity to all—including women not worthy of life—a ‘protection’ that can only be experienced in the Age that has Come, in heaven. (May 18, 2020)

One day THE MOTHER will remove the illusion of the Father, and there will be no Other. (October 9, 2019)

The illusion (Maya) of the Father is removed if you have ears that hear Jesus ‘speak’ again, through the Holy Spirit, in the Age that has Come.

Christians demand all pagans, especially hell-bound Hindus, accept Jesus as the Savior over and above the Holy Spirit. This pariah dog is telling the same according to what Jesus said about the Age to Come: Accept the Holy Spirit of the Savior over and above the false prophets and wolves in sheep clothing (Standard One: The Resurrection); accept THE MOTHER over and above all (Standard Two: Quantum Mechanics).

No one can enter the Kingdom of God without the express authority of Jesus Christ. This was repeatedly declared by the Paraclete Shri Mataji in the Age that has Come.

The title of this post is to welcome Abhi and Atul who just joined HALF THE SKY. It is Tuesday.
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Imagine the potentials of an alliance between Quantum Mechanics and the Gospel?"

All We Need Is Power

“… But what the world needs far more than love is power, not power over other people, but the particular brand of power that is able to create the kind of reality and experience we desire out of the quantum field. Without that kind of power behind it love can degenerate into a mawkish and sentimental reality which has little in common with what Jesus actually spoke about.” (p.79)

It may be confronting at first glance to read “All we need is power”.

Religious power is by far the worst, because it purports to be pure, unsullied.

For example, the religious and political powers secretly united to have Jesus crucified, because they did not like his quantum message of salvation/spiritual liberation.

It undermined their power and prestige. They had to stop the trend.

They debated over what to do and crucifixion was the consensus.

However, they refused to take the blame for it, such as Pontius Pilate publicly washing his hands of the whole affair. Crucifixion was for the guilty, not the innocent like Jesus.

Instead of the risk of being blamed for the crucifixion, they concocted an excuse – a “scapegoat” for the crime they collectively committed.

They blamed it on “God the Father”.

To avoid any blame, they said that it was God the Father that wanted his Son to be crucified for people’s sins.

Since a lamb without blemish would be slaughtered on the altar to pay for people’s sins and appease an angry God at that time, they clung to a similar narrative, that Jesus being without blemish, was the perfect sacrifice to wash away people’s sins and appease an angry God.
It was an explanation to placate the people. It was also a lie that has continued to this present day.

Once you tell such a lie, you have to repeat it over and over again.

Today, it is an unconscious program:

“If we want to diminish the influence of unconscious programs on us, a good place to start would be to ask what kind of Supreme Being could make any such demand of a human person as God the Father is supposed to have asked of Jesus.” (p.82)

Whatever words were put into God the Father’s mouth for people to hear, the message conveyed the following:

“I have been greatly offended over a vast period of time. I need someone to make up to me for all these offences. No mere creature could ever make up to me for the enormity of these offenses by the human race over thousands of years. I will have to find someone who is capable of doing it. The obvious candidate for this role is my only innocent Divine Son, incarnate in Jesus, who is acknowledged by all to be without blame”.

God the Father had no reason to sacrifice his Son. The priestly and political classes needed a covering reason to crucify Jesus, so they could save their own backsides after they had done so.

In contrast, Jesus’ message was a quantum healing message:

“Jesus’ message was all about how the mind interacts with reality so as to create and shape it, a message whose importance to the human race is impossible to exaggerate. That was why he came. His mission had nothing to do with suffering and dying for our sins so as to appease the anger vented on us by a vengeful God. That type of belief, unfortunately so rampant throughout most of the history of Christianity, is an insidious intrusion, and far indeed from an innocent and pious position; in fact, it takes little scrutiny to recognize it for what it really is: a thoroughly atheistic stance.” (p.81)

Jesus manifested not just Love, but the power of Love, so we could do the same today:

“There is good news, however. In some branches of modern physics, we have been provided with the tools to at least begin to understand how reality works, and to apply that understanding in our creation of reality. Imagine the potentials of an alliance between Quantum Mechanics and the Gospel?” (p.79)

Love to All,
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much more dignified and impressive range of titles collected under the umbrella of quantum physics.

Jesus’ message was all about how the mind interacts with reality so as to create and shape it, a message whose importance to the human race is impossible to exaggerate. That was why he came. His mission had nothing to do with suffering and dying for our sins so as to appease the anger vented on us by a vengeful God. That type of belief, unfortunately so rampant throughout most of the history of Christianity, is an insidious intrusion, and far indeed from an innocent and pious position; in fact, it takes little scrutiny to recognize it for what it really is: a thoroughly atheistic stance.

One is shocked to find it figuring so much at the very heart and core of those who claim to follow Jesus and love his message. It is why the crucifix has become such a prevalent and misleading symbol of what he stood for.

(p.82) If we want to diminish the influence of unconscious programs on us, a good place to start would be to ask what kind of Supreme Being could make any such demand of a human person as God the Father is supposed to have asked of Jesus? “I have been greatly offended over a vast period of time. I need someone to make up to me for all these offences. No mere creature could ever make up to me for the enormity of these offenses by the human race over thousands of years. I will have to find someone who is capable of doing it. The obvious candidate for this role is my only innocent Divine Son, incarnate in Jesus, who is acknowledged by all to be without blame?”

What kind of mental depravity could it take to be pleased by the prospect of one’s own innocent son suffering unimaginable torments to make up for offences that others have committed? How could the sufferings of any innocent person ever make up for the offences of the unjust? How could a being with such a mindset ever be imagined as the Supreme Being, the God of Love, who is the Creator of the Universe? Instead this is the mindset of a psychopath, badly in need of urgent and major psychiatric help.

That’s where it all went wrong, right at the very beginning.

So we now can see that most of our lives are ruled by sub-conscious programs. If we want to benefit from learning any new information we have to get that information we have learned into the sub-conscious mind – much like Destin Sandlin famously did with successfully riding the ‘backwards bicycle’. Once he practiced enough and mastered the new skill, he effectively turned the lights off on the old program. He could ride the ‘backwards bicycle’ – but then could no longer ride a ‘normal’ one.

Saving Jesus, by Miceal Ledwith, 2017,